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eMudhra’s Remote Signing Service
Automate Bulk Signing of Documents for Trust, 
Compliance, and Document Integrity 

Embrace the new way of signing and approving documents in bulk using eMudhra’s 
Remote Signing Service. Our service allows you to seamlessly sign (bulk sign) any number 
of documents using your Document Signer Certificate remotely hosted in eMudhra’s 
Hardware Security Module (HSM). In the process, it can make your document signing and 
approval process 100% automated without any manual intervention, thus bringing the 
overall document processing time down by 80%.
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Other Key Highlights

Value
Proposition

Automate Document Signing (in Single or Bulk)
eMudhra’s Remote Signing Service supports automated signing of documents 
(in single or bulk) using cloud-hosted digital signatures. 

Quick Deployment, Seamless Integration, and 
No Hardware Requirement
Businesses can quickly consume our Remote Signing Service 
using APIs instead of having to invest in expensive hardware. 
The service can be easily integrated with internal/third-party
applications.

Personalization of Templates
We offer value-added SDK kits that can enable seamless
personalization of templates. 

Support for 10 Requests (for Hash) at Once
eMudhra's Remote Signing Service supports PDF/Hash based 
signing of documents, with provision for up to 10 requests 
(for hash) at once.

Reduced Cost
Reduced capital and operational expenditure with the cost of ownership 
and maintenance of HSMs transferred to eMudhra.

Global Trust Service Provider

eMudhra is a Qualified Trust Service Provider (TSP) in India, UAE, and Kenya. The company 
is also accredited with a TSP channel ecosystem spanning several countries across the globe.
This enables us to address digital signature use cases across several jurisdictions. 

Trusted by Adobe and Microsoft

eMudhra is a member of the Adobe Approved Trust List (AATL) and Microsoft Trusted Root 
Certificate Program. The digital signatures issued by us (for document signing purposes) are 
automatically trusted by Adobe and Microsoft programs. 

Timestamping 

Every signing/signature activity can be timestamped with our RFC 3161- compliant 
timestamping service.

Better Security 

eMudhra is a WebTrust accredited and ISO 27001 certified company that places highest
emphasis on security.
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Process Flow of eMudhra’s Remote Signing Service

Signing 
Automation
Client Signing 

Key

Use Cases

eMudhra’s Remote Signing Service can be used to sign: 

Employee/User
Document Management

    Application        
eMudhra’s Remote

Signing Service

InvoicesPurchase Orders

Business/ Vendor Contracts 
and Agreements

Any other business critical
 document (in PDF/XML format) 

Diplomas/ 
Degree Certificates 

Bank Statements
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About eMudhra

As the world goes Digital, security is ever more crucial to 
protect identities, data, and enable trust in a digital society.
eMudhra focuses on SECURE Digital Transformation to 
enable organizations to progress and evolve without sacrific-
ing “Trust,” which matters most in our society. With an 
end-to-end stack around trust services, PKI, Paperless trans-
formation, and Digital Authentication, eMudhra is optimally 
placed to aid digital journeys where identity assertion is 
critical.

eMudhra chairs the Asia PKI Consortium, is a board member 
of the Cloud Signature Consortium and a member of the CA
Browser Forum. Having been in business for over 12 years 
and built a reach that spans more than 50 countries, 
eMudhra is deeply committed to bringing change and helping 
societies across not just go digital but go digital in a secure 
way.


